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The  OECD Communications Outlook  provides an extensive range of indicators for different types of communications networks and compares performance indicators such as revenue, investment, employment and prices for service throughout the OECD area. These indicators are essential for industry and for regulators who use benchmarking to evaluate policy performance. This book is based on data from the  OECD Telecommunications Database 2007 , which provides time series for OECD countries from 1980 to 2005. Readers of the  OECD Communications Outlook 2007  e-book will find a URL that provides online access to the  OECD Telecommunications Database 2007.  Graphics and tables in all editions include StatLinks, URLs linking to spreadsheets containing the underlying data.Table of Content : Executive Summary  Chapter 1. Policy Issues and Market Structure Chapter 2. Recent Communication Policy Developments  -Trends in Competition -Regulatory Issues -Household Expenditure on Communications  Chapter 3. Telecommunication Market Size  -Introduction -Mobile Communications -Broadband -Voice Traffic -Research and Development  Chapter 4. Network Dimensions and Development  -Introduction -Fixed Lines -Lines between Mobile and Fixed are Blurring -Mobile Network Growth -Wi-Fi -Payphones -Broadbank Network Growth -Investment  Chapter 5. Broadband and Internet Infrastructure  -Introduction -Internet Subscribers -Internet Hosts -Domain Names -Web Servers -Secure Servers -National and Regional Internet Development -Peering  Chapter 6. Broadcasting  -Introduction -Market Penetration of Distribution Platforms and Digitalisation -Channel and Content Availability -Changes in Market Structure -Regulation -Challenges  Chapter 7. Main Trends in Pricing  -Introduction -Residential and Business Telecommunications Baskets -International Pricing Trends -Mobile Pricing Trends -Broadband Pricing Trends -Leased Lines  Chapter 8. Trade in Telecommunications Equipment  -Introduction -Worldwide Trends in Telecommunications Equipment Trade -Trade among OECD Member Countries -Comparative Advantages -Policy Context, Structures, and Developments  Glossary Annex Tables  -Average Annual Exchange Rates -Purchasing Power Parities -Gross Domestic Product -Population
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Office 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
8 books in 1 — your key to Office 2007 success!
    Your one-stop guide to solving Office problems and getting work accomplished.    

 Office 2207 gives you a set of tools for managing documents and data, analyzing numbers, organizing your e-mail and schedule, building presentations, and...
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G Protein-Coupled Receptors: Structure, Function, and Ligand Screening (Methods in Signal Transduction Series)CRC Press, 2005

	This book provides a broad base of knowledge of G-protein-coupled receptors. Useful at both the university and industrial levels, this book is of particular interest to those who are developing therapeutic approaches to diseases using drugs that influence receptor activation.
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Game Programming All in OnePremier Press, 2002
When combined with Visual C++, Game Programming All in One provides everything you need to get started as a game developer. Divided into increasingly advanced sections, it covers the most important elements of game development. Less experienced developers can start with the basics of C++ programming and can test their skills by developing two...
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Creative Lettering and Beyond: Timeless Calligraphy: A collection of traditional calligraphic hands from history and how to write them (Creative...and Beyond)Walter Foster Publishing, 2019

	
		Discover everything you need to know about historic flourished hands and how to create elegant, modern artwork inspired by traditional calligraphy techniques in this follow-up to the first and best-selling lettering book in Walter Foster’s Creative…and Beyond series.

		 

		Beginning with an...
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Expert Witnessing in Forensic Accounting: A Handbook for Lawyers and AccountantsCRC Press, 2002
The book provides well-reasoned advice to teach the ins and outs of expert witnessing that is specifically oriented toward accounting. …this is a highly recommended read.
 - in Readers Preference Reviews

From opposing the local CPA to tackling the Big Five - Everything you need to know about accounting in the courtroomWith...
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101 Windows Phone 7 Apps, Volume I: Developing Apps 1-50Sams Publishing, 2011

	INCLUDES COMPLETE CODE AND ASSETS FOR EACH APP IN THIS VOLUME!


	 


	Got a great idea for an app? There’s a chapter for that!


	 


	Calling all developers: Windows Phone 7 is starting to gain...
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